Your element: Earth
Your ruling planets: Moon
Symbol: The Virgin
Your stone: Green jade, emerald, green quartz, diamond, white coral
Life Pursuit: Loving, susceptible, sympathetic, sensual, faithful, instinctive, charitable,
over-reactive and moody
Vibration: I Serve
Secret Desire I am relaxed and deserve to be served as well as serve

Virgo is earthy and represents the sixth sign of the zodiac. You belong to a group of people
known for their perfectionism and highly analytical minds. There's a bit of a joke about how
precise and demanding Virgos are but when you think about it, what's wrong with being
tidy, organised and clean? In a way, you are misunderstood and your attention to detail,
your desire for excellence and hygiene is not as bad as some might think.
You have a rather unusual preoccupation of being extremely fastidious and also critical of
the world. Some of the people that know you feel as if your standards are way too high to
live up to. If only they knew just how critical you are of yourself! You don’t really expect any
more of others than you do of yourself. And after a time those that hang out or live with you
start to learn some vital lessons about the true meaning of work and achievement. This due
to your high standards.
When you do express your criticism of something it's more than likely because you’ve
analysed and summed up a situation correctly before acting out your thoughts. While some
people might find this an annoying habit, others will never hesitate to involve you in their
work. These people recognise your natural talents and will invite you onto their social scene
and involve you in their personal projects, as your expertise is highly valued.
You make a wonderful impression with your skilful insights and broad-based knowledge.
Simply put, you are a most interesting person to be with. When others get to know you a
little more, you can be a fascinating person with all sorts of useful titbits of information.
On the most practical level you really like to do things properly, meticulously by working
through the work or service you perform on a daily basis. It doesn’t matter how small or
large the task, you take pride in how well you do it. You investigate things before diving in.
Once you have all the information required you complete your task to the best of your
ability.
Others who aren't quite as precise in the way they carry out their own work find it hard
dealing with you. In your own mind there’s no point in doing anything half-heartedly. You'd
rather not do it at all. You are very clear on this.
Time is also important to you. So you like to make sure you use it well. It would be unusual
to find a disorganised Virgo. Keeping a diary and making lists are a favourite pastime of
yours. Of course having the right pen and paper to keep your lists is just as important so a
favourite hangout for some Virgos is the local stationery supply store. It sounds a little weird
sure, but you do need to have the right pen to write with!
You are cautious about all manner of things from how much the food bill costs to what type
of person is just right for you in your social or romantic life. You have a hawk eye and can
spot an error a mile away. If that food bill is out by 5 cents you'll pick it up.

Your Virgo an antenna is sharp as a tack and you'll pay special attention to the fine detail of
any subject matter. You’re also very well read and interested in a variety of topics. You
consider yourself an eternal student of sorts.
Some people think you’re shy and unassuming but this is only because you cautiously like to
observe and analyse people and situations before jumping to conclusions. You do have a
keen intelligence and a capacity for learning but prefer to make your decisions based on
sound judgments. Practical facts are preferable to naive or airy fairy beliefs according to
you.
If you're born between the 24th August and 3rd September you really don’t like to be the
centre of attention. You become quite embarrassed if singled out in the crowd. You'd prefer
to remain anonymous. You are the quiet achiever who likes to remain in the background
concentrating on getting things done right without too much hullabaloo.
If you're born between the 4th and 14th of September you bring a clear and decisive
viewpoint to any matter at hand. You're a quick thinker and although you are logical in the
way you live your life, you do have moments of intuition that surprise even you! Don't
become too serious though!
Allow yourself to express your youthful and innocent qualities if you are born between the
15th and 23rd of September. Venus, your co-ruler adds sensuality to your character. You will
always remain young and pleasure seeking. Growing old gracefully doesn’t appeal to you.
Life is to be lived to the fullest.

THREE CLASSES OF VIRGO
August 24 - September 3
Those Virgos born between the 24th August and 3rd September don't really like to be the
centre of attention and can become embarrassed if singled out from the crowd. You are
what can be termed the quiet achiever and prefer anonymity to being a show stopper.

September 4 - 14
If you're born between the 4th and 14th of September you are a quick thinker, can reach a
decisive viewpoint without too much trouble and at times you have moments of intuition
that surprise you. Watch that you don't become bogged down in a serious way.

September 15 - 23
Between the 15th and 23rd September you are the most sensual of the Virgos as Venus,
your co-ruler, brings out this side of your nature. Remaining young and pleasure seeking is
far more appealing to you than growing old gracefully. Life for you is to be lived to the
fullest.

Virgo - Leo Cusp
If you happen to be born during the period of August 21st to the 28th, you’re born on the
borderline or cusp of the preceding sign of Leo, which is the 5th sign of the zodiac and your
own, which is the 6th sign of the zodiac. As such, you are ruled by both the Sun and the
planet Mercury. This makes you a person of sunny disposition with a strong intellectual
leaning.
Being methodical, you’re inclined to be a hard worker but unlike the typical Virgo, you have
no problem standing out in the limelight and being the centre of attention, taking full credit
for anything and everything that you do.
With a mixture of Solar and Mercurial energies, you have a unique type of intuition which
serves you well. You understand the people you come in touch with through amazing subtle
intellectual flashes. You usually trust this.
Unfortunately, if you’re not recognised for what you do, unlike the typical Virgo of your
birth sign, you may start to feel inwardly unfulfilled and frustrated. This will impact on your
health adversely so you must find away to bring this part of your nature out into the open so
that you don’t develop grudges and become a closed off person.
You have an unusual blend of extrovert and introvert qualities, which puts you in the perfect
position of being able to associate with all sorts of people. There are times when others
don’t understand you because you swing between these two extremes of your personality.

Virgo - Libra Cusp
If you were born between the 14th and the 21st of September, you fall in that area of the
zodiac that is jointly governed by two star signs – Virgo and Libra. Your ruling sign is ruled by
Mercury and Libra by Venus, which astrologically is an excellent combination, endowing you
with both intellectual qualities as well as artistic and cultural interests.
You are an elegant Virgo, due to the influence of Libra, but also have a shrewd and analytical
mind with great powers of perception and intuition. This combined influence endows you
with considerable lack as you have the best of both worlds, namely the mental and
emotional.
To explain a little about Libra is important here as it will endow you with many of the traits
of that star sign. First and foremost, Libra needs to be seen to be beautiful and acceptable.
Coupled with your predisposition to be highly self - critical, even over minor personality
flaws within yourself, means that you could constantly struggle to be accepted by others,
not because they don’t like you but because you have an erroneous conception about how
they see you. Try to accept yourself for who you are and then others will naturally accept
you as well.
You’re attracted to beautiful things and are quite likely a sensual and loving person. You
have exotic tastes and love the best in furnishings and as far as personal grooming is
concerned, you have a knack for looking really smart and elegant, but will never overdo it
with gaudy looking attire.
You have a great imagination but have a tendency to stick to yourself. Some people might
think that you’re elitist and are snubbing your nose up at them, and this is why you need to
prove them wrong. You should show those aspects of your personality that are kind, caring
and service orientated. Others will soon realise that their judgment of you is rather harsh.
You need to be surrounded by quiet and soothing things. You need people in your life who
understand you, are peaceful by nature and can share some of the artistic and cultural
interests that you do as well.
Being ruled by Venus makes you prone to overindulgence in pleasure, food and other
activities in life. As Mercury is a sensitive planet you need to be on guard against overdoing
things and regulating your life with discipline.

Virgo sign compatibility with Aquarius
Virgo and Aquarius, Earth and Air? Well, it could have been worse... or not?
"I'll go get myself a glass of water".
Virgo stands up, goes to the kitchen, opens the cupboard, takes a glass, fills it, drinks it and
comes back.
Aquarius stands up, goes to the kitchen, on his/her way (s)he arranges the children's
slippers, dusts a shelf, gets into the kitchen, opens the cupboard, sees the jar of jam and
thinks (s)he feels like some pancakes, takes the jar and a teaspoon, eats, puts the jar in the
fridge (for (s)he has already forgotten where (s)he took the jar from), there (s)he sees the
mayonnaise that should be on a different shelf and (s)he takes it out to think where (s)he
should put it, but (s)he forgets about it and leaves it there; then (s)he realizes that
yesterday's leftovers should be put in a smaller pan and (s)he gets down to making the
switch, then (s)he remembers to look for something else in the closet and comes back to the
sitting room (the kitchen already looks as if a war took place there). "It took you quite some
time to drink a glass of water...” Virgo tells him/her. "Water? What water? Oh, I'll go drink
some"...

Virgo sign compatibility with Capricorn
Virgo and Capricorn. That is twice Earth, what could go wrong? Two Earth signs like you
should get along wonderfully, according to all known and unknown standards of astrology.
That's about all the good news I had.
Let's be honest: any Virgo in this world is a perfectionist. Not "a little perfectionist", not
"somewhat perfectionist". But completely perfectionist. Capricorn often feels the same
thing. The problems start when everything is filtered through the complicated mind of a
Capricorn. Although Capricorn is an Earth sign, (s)he is not very earthly. And not as serious
as (s)he is supposed to be, either.
Capricorn will amuse you, and that's good because any Virgo needs something or someone
to offer him/her some relaxation, you overdo it at work! But Capricorn's humour is often
called irony and Virgo will fly off the handle after a while, even if it is self-irony.

Otherwise, everything is fine. You get along well, because you think alike, you like saving
money and neither of you spends too much or thoughtlessly. You might even like the same
movies because you have almost the same preferences, since you both are Earth signs.
Capricorn's great ambition goes very well with Virgo's perfectionism, intellectually speaking
or from the point of view of social climbing. Your criticism will often be appreciated (finally,
someone who doesn't mind your trying to help him/her!) because Capricorn is a balanced
sun sign who knows his/her limits and accepts criticism, taking them as life lessons.

Virgo sign compatibility with Sagittarius
The ant and the cricket! The philosophical question is whether these two creatures, each of
them noble in his/her own way (notice to the Virgo ants: it's not easy to discuss philosophy
all day long!) can get along, and for how long.
In a nutshell? Your utilities are three months overdue but you could go to the seaside with
that money. Tough choice... Virgo pays the utilities, Sagittarius goes to the seaside.
A Virgo would be better off by him/herself! It's understandable that Sagittarius is called the
sign of bachelors (not of spinsters, though). It's true that if you have some well placed
planets, you could get along. For a while.
With all the planets placed strategically in all the essential corners, you could last even
more. But eventually neither of you will feel very well, there is always something missing.

Virgo sign compatibility with Scorpio
Virgo and Scorpio, Earth and Water. In theory, it should work very well, because these
elements merge and each of them offers the other what (s)he needs.
You complete each other that well that this combination could become mystical. Of course,
nothing is forever certain with a Scorpio, but you, dear Virgo, will know how to go beyond
the well-built shell and open Scorpio's complicated soul. Just like you, Scorpio knows what
his/her flaws and qualities are and (s)he is willing to listen to your criticism (finally, someone
who doesn't get angry or upset when it comes to Virgo's perfectionism).
Scorpio is a very possessive person, which you might find stressful sometimes, especially at
the beginning of the relation because you need time to analyze things and assess them
carefully. On the other hand, Scorpio is very generous and faithful once (s)he has become
yours. And since Virgo takes into consideration the cerebral part of love and even excites
better when (s)he is certain of the partner's commitment, it will bring you closer.

You are the specialist in worrying in advance, the one who is always concerned about
something; you need someone who can make you feel safe, self-confident and who is
always there for you. Scorpio has great confidence in him/herself and in future, so Scorpio's
power will often relax you. Scorpio likes saving money and (s)he doesn't venture into crazy
plans and this means you will get along financially, too. It's a relationship with great chances
of lasting for a long time.
As an Earth sign, you are often hesitant in love. Scorpio, on the other hand, is very
sentimental and passionate, spiritual and ardent, which will help you unwind and be less
reserved (all Virgos are a little reserved or shy).

Virgo sign compatibility with Pisces
Virgo and Pisces? Is there "sensible poetry"? You are opposite signs in the zodiac, so it is
either heaven on earth or hell... Most probably, both of them!
To you, dear Virgo, love means safety and intellectual and spiritual compatibility. Even the
physical contact has to show compatibility. To Pisces, love is something like a torrent, a
waterfall, huge waves, something that is the centre of everything. Indeed, the attraction will
probably be magnetically at first (you know, the opposites...), but the laws of physics don't
always work in astrology and the attraction will soon disappear when you see how different
from each other you are. The main problem you two have? Pisces doesn't really know what
side of reality (s)he is swimming in.
The good news? Pisces gets along well with almost anybody, for Pisces is a very sympathetic
sign. But... You know what you want very well and you also know how to ask for it
(insistently). Pisces always has some music in his/her mind and (s)he simply cannot pay
attention ONLY to what you say, for your Pisces has other rhythms to listen to and (s)he
lives to them. As a Water sign, Pisces is emotional, sentimental, and (s)he has his/her head
in the clouds. And this is too much for a sensible, tidy and realistic Virgo!
In addition, Pisces is rather altruistic (and (s)he often takes it too far) and (s)he doesn't care
if (s)he is taken advantage of. You will also be bothered by the kind of relationships your
Pisces establishes with the people around him/her, it's like (s)he doesn't know how to use
all his/her qualities.

Virgo sign compatibility with Libra
Virgo and Libra, Earth and Air?
If you fell in love with a Libra, that means you are willing, as a Virgo, to make some serious
efforts to have more fun, to put seriousness aside and socialize more.
Virgo and Libra couldn't be more different from each other... While Libra always finds a way
of cutting down the amount of work, Virgo takes his/her job very seriously, sometimes too
seriously. Of course, from a temperate Virgo's point of view, that is sheer shallowness.
Libra likes spending, going to parties (or being among people, anyway) and being in the
spotlight. Virgo starts criticizing, and Libra feels hurt. Then, Virgo tries to dominate and
change Libra's nature that seems too wild to him/her. And Libra gets upset. You, dear Virgo,
are a reserved, practical person that keeps his/her feet on the ground, and Libra will take it
as a frontal attack.
Virgo, on the other hand, is very neat. Even when the office or the house is not very tidy, a
Virgo knows exactly where each thing is. It's his/her world. Now let's imagine a Libra making
his/her appearance... (S)He is all dressed up when (s)he leaves the house: elegance and
style. Libra is charming with his/her romanticism. That's because Libra is very good at
starting something, not at finishing it.

Virgo sign compatibility with Aries
Virgo and Aries. Earth and wild Fire? You'd better not...
Indeed, Aries is the smartest, the most courageous, the most ... Aries fascinated you from
the beginning. No wonder, that's what an Aries knows best, to fascinate while changing the
world! (S)He has the craziest ideas, (s)he dresses very well, (s)he has style and everything,
(s)he needs to be royal, and all because (s)he's an Aries.
It's understandable that you fell in love with an Aries. This sun sign has many of the
qualities you appreciate the most. But think of all the flaws that get on your nerves! Every
time you want to discuss, plan and think a little more, your Aries goes headfirst into the
action. Aries is a sign that prefers doing rather than talking. Aries is too impulsive for Virgo's
Earthly calm. Aries is Fire, isn't (s)he?
Moreover, Aries will take your reserve or polite shyness as inhibition, (s)he will believe you
have complexes and will think you are a little antisocial for his/her taste. Aries is the most
glamorous in society and that's where Aries likes being, among people. On the other hand,
you feel relaxed in the middle of nature or any place that is not crowded. So problems could
appear at your very first date: WHERE are you going?

Aries is very impetuous, generous, but thoughtless, too, and that will arouse your eternal
criticism. And guess what don’t a Fire sign like...? Yes, being criticized. Especially by the
master of details, that is by Virgo.

Virgo sign compatibility with Virgo
Two Virgos? Isn't it called Eden? Or Paradise? Something like that, anyway...
The relations between natives of the same sun sign are sometimes rather strange. But
things seem to work just fine between two Virgos. It often happens that one of you is the
atypical Virgo and the other is the "classical", the more obedient Virgo. Your relation can be
interesting and exciting as long as the two perfectionists of the zodiac refrain from finding
flaws and criticizing all the time (it's for the good of the other, we know that, but still...).
You both are responsible people and spending too much on trifles doesn't even cross your
mind. You both enjoy talking, analyzing and dissecting everything and I pity your poor
neighbours (it's called gossip around here, but there is nothing wrong with it, as long as you
remember that nobody is perfect).
As sun signs governed by Mercury, the quick silver and the Gods' public crier, it's obvious
that your mind always works and you always have something to do, especially at work.
THAT could be a little problem between two Virgos. Because this is where work lands:
between you two, drifting you apart and leaving you no time for something else.
Normally, two Virgos could do together any business that requires meticulousness (such as
a law office or an accountancy company). You both are the kind of people that live at a more
intellectual level, and sex comes... well, not first or second, anyway.

Virgo sign compatibility with Taurus
Virgo and Taurus. Earth and Earth again? A happy relationship, although not very exciting,
and a serious and stabile marriage.
Why? Because Virgo and Taurus have almost the same ideals and passions. Practical,
realistic, without longing for strange adventures and funny experiences, you both want a
safe future and you are both "domestic". Oh, you also have the passion of making - saving
money. So, if you decide to stay with a Taurus, there will never be problems with
communication between you two.
Your rationality goes with Taurus' fierce, though gentle insistence very well. Moreover,
Taurus is diligent and hardworking and (s)he will always agree with you on the practical

issues. Taurus doesn't mind your criticism because (s)he is a good analyst.

But Taurus is also rather impulsive and (s)he often sees red with anger... Although (s)he
gets over it very quickly, the sensitive Virgo could feel hurt at these outbursts.
You, a sun sign governed by Mercury, cannot fall in love with somebody unless you fall in
love with his/her mind and have the feeling of stability. Taurus will offer you, indeed,
stability, equilibrium and ardent passion, because Taurus is governed by the planet of love,
Venus. Taurus is very faithful, but attention, (s)he always pays his/her debts - and not only
when it comes to money.

Virgo sign compatibility with Gemini
Virgo and Gemini, Earth and Air that does not keep his/her mouth shut...? Gemini people
can be bearable but it requires much, much patience from a Virgo.
What is it that attracted you to each other? Maybe it was your common interest in
intellectual, cultural, philosophical issues or the fact that both Virgo and Gemini have an
active and curious mind. But the Twins are too instable and too impulsive to satisfy a good,
tidy, economical Virgo. Not to mention that Gemini spends as if the Apocalypse were
coming the next day and is always talking on the phone.
Even if your Gemini is attractive, beautiful and has that young appearance (they all have it,
they behave like teenagers even when they are old), after the first passion fades away,
there will be few common things left to share.
From Gemini's point of view, Virgo is a little too slow. From your point of view, Gemini
crosses the limits too often and (s)he is too thoughtless and agitated, it's like (s)he needs a
sedative sometimes... Irresponsible? Adolescent? Well, yes, it's Gemini's description.

Virgo sign compatibility with Cancer
Virgo and Cancer, Earth and Water. An exciting relationship, with good chances to succeed.
Cancer is not a very dominant sign, which suits Virgo perfectly. Moreover, Cancer is good at
presents and little surprises, which suits Virgo even better because Virgo likes feeling
appreciated, loved and safe. Cancer is jealous and possessive enough to make you feel
important, and sentimental enough to make you feel comfortable in this relationship.
Saving to almost being thrifty, your Cancer matches with your financial style very well and
you won't be worried about useless expenses; moreover, Cancer will appreciate your
concern about future.

One single astrological warning for the relationship between a Virgo and a Crab: everything
can be perfect if you keep in mind that your Cancer is as critical as you are. Remember that
Cancer means well, just like you, and his/her criticism is not meant to hurt you, but to help
you.

Virgo sign compatibility with Leo
Virgo and Leo? The pessimistic and the optimistic? The classical astrology doesn't believe in
such a relationship. Let's see why. Very briefly: Leo is a very passionate native and you, dear
Virgo, are not. Leo takes it personally. Virgo's reserved nature and passive attitude towards
life annoys / frustrates / gets on Leo's nerves and leads to arguments.
By the way, let's not forget that Virgo is not quite the most appropriate court poet, (s)he is
not good at praising, on the contrary, you are a little critic, while Leo breathes and lives on
praise. Moreover, Leo spends very much while you are economical.
Leo has a way of dominating and giving orders (that means Leo doesn't add "please" or "if
you want to" at the end of an imperative sentence), which drives you to despair. Shortly, it's
a relation that lasts a little more than the lifespan of a butterfly.
If the above still hasn't convinced you, let's take it in turns.
The biggest problem is that Leo likes giving orders and Virgo has a special way of carrying
them out without asking too many questions, because Virgo enjoys helping the others and
can't usually say "no". What's wrong with that? Well, after a while, you will start feeling
suffocated with frustration and other such feelings that won't do you any good.

The general astrological trends of the year 2014 will present a harmonious connection
between Virgo's house of couples and Virgo's house of the mind and communication. You'll
be very drawn to intelligent people, who will stimulate your thinking and who will get you
interested by what they will say or write. In your turn, you'll become sexier by your inspired
words or ingenious ideas.
Neptune, located in Virgo's house of couples, will lend you wonderful romantic excitement,
which can sometimes, though, make you become idealistic and get attached to the wrong
people.
The ruler of Virgo's house of relationships, Jupiter, will be well situated in the first half of
2014 and will make your sentimental life be enhanced by collective activities (collaboration,
conferences, meetings within an association or foundation, etc.), by the participation in
social events, by friends, supporters or protectors.
The astrological configuration of the first half of 2014 will nevertheless put certain pressure
on finances. It is also possible that the relationship is somehow marked by money-related
worries or that there is another type of interference between money and the couple
relationship.
In 2014, Pluto will still be in Virgo's house of love and eroticism, trying to help you discover
your real sentimental needs and your real sexual potential.
Pluto's effort, which is long-lasting, will be supported in the first two months of 2014 by
Venus' prolonged transit through Virgo's house of love. The transit could bring really
significant events, even if in January 2014 some could be stressful on account of Venus'
retrograde movement.
The New Moon in March 2014 forecasts luck with love and happy events; April 2014 will
have great romantic potential.
The end of June and all the month July 2014 will also be promising.
Starting August 2014, Jupiter, the ruler of Virgo's house of couples, will not have the same
encouraging and protective action. Some disappointments are possible to occur, especially
in August and November-December 2014.
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